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PARAT LIGHTING WEB SITE HAS A SHINY NEW LOOK
PARAT’s special trademark is its wide range of professional and certified safety lamps with a
system. They feature the perfect combination of maximum brightness and certified
explosion protection. The pooling of technical product properties as well as ATEX- und
STAUBEX certifications make any PARAT safety lamp and related system components a
perfect tool for extreme demanding areas of applications – for firefighters, disaster control,
military and industry.
From now on, the newly designed PARAT Lighting webpages presents all product highlights
in their best light: detailed product descriptions and images with zoom effect guide the
customer to the matching lamps that best suit its specific needs. Easy-to-understand and
easy-to-follow tutorial videos explain the features and handling of the safety lamps and the
PARASNAP® mounting system.
The innovative helmet mount PARASNAP® ULTRALUX PRO is DGUV-certified and is a
reliable companion in any kind of operation – even in extreme situations. The lamp holder
attaches firmly to a safety lamp and is connected tightly to the helmet to provide light
exactly where it is needed and at any desired angle.
PARALUX® safety lamps are watertight, airtight and dustproof and even suitable for the use
in environments exposed to fire and gas. A certified explosion protection completes the
safety profile of this well-proven all-rounder. Along with the PARALUX® models, the XTREME® product line impresses with its exceptional lumen output and the unique
brightness switch: it allows users to easily switch between 15% and 100% output without
having to change your grip – this guarantees dazzle-free illumination at close range.
After the customer has finally chosen the right safety lamp, he or she can either order
online from selected retail partners or search the next dealer and get a live impression of
the desired product there prior to purchase. As a special feature, companies and work
groups can order their desired lamps to be individually overprinted with their own logo in a
stylish design. The button ‘my lamp‘ on our website www.lighting.parat.de provides detailed
information on this service.

About PARAT Group:
PARAT – the globally active partner for highly-functional plastic trim parts and structural
components focuses consistently on delivering the very highest quality with a maximum of
customer value as a leading manufacturer of tool cases and bags, provider of innovative IT
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storage systems and specialist for certified safety lamps. In the financial year 2017, PARAT
Group generated revenues of about 87 million euros with a work force of approximately
850 employees at five locations worldwide.
As an institution setting the benchmark for safe light, PARAT stands for the perfect
combination of maximum brightness and certified explosion protection. The pooling of
technical features as well as ATEX and STAUBEX certifications make any PARAT lamp and
related system components a perfect tool for extreme demanding areas of application. With
the revolutionary PARASNAP® lamp mounting system, the company has now impressively
underlined its expertise in the accessories segment.

Manufacturer’s Address:
PARAT GmbH + Co.KG
Schönenbach Straße 1
DE - 94089 Neureichenau
www.parat.eu
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